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In response to customer specific time guarantee requirements, service providers can o↵er di↵erentiated ser-
vices. However, conventional customer di↵erentiation methods often lead to high holding costs and may have
some practical drawbacks. We compare two customer di↵erentiation policies: stock reservation and pipeline
stock priority for high priority customers. We derive exact analytical expressions of the waiting time distri-
bution of both types of customers for a stock reservation policy. We then provide accurate approximation
methods for a pipeline stock priority policy. By comparison, we o↵er insights concerning which method
should be used under di↵erent service level requirements.
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1. Introduction
Due to high down time costs, operators of capital intensive equipment such as aircrafts, electronics
and trucks, increasingly focus on the time needed to fix a failure and require response time guaran-
tees. For example, Thales Netherlands, a supplier of naval radar and combat management systems,
is required to provide a service level quantified as the maximum response time in case of a failure
(van der Heijden et al. 2012). Unlike the fill rate, this service level enables providers to engage
customers in customer-focused performance metrics concerning costs associated with lost hours
awaiting service parts (Cohen et al. 2006). Often, these costs are not linear in time but increase
considerably after a certain time window (Fritzsche and Lasch 2012).
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Di↵erent customers may have di↵erent service needs even when they own the same product.
(Cohen et al. 2006). For example, when a mainframe computer in a stock exchange fails, the
financial impact will be more severe than when a mainframe in a library goes down. In such
situations, service providers often categorize their customers in di↵erent priority classes, depending
on the duration of the requested response time (Cohen et al. 2006) or the requested level of the
fill rate (Arslan et al. 2007). Short response times and high fill rates correspond to high priority
customers, while long response times and low fill rates correspond to the low priority customers.
The challenge to service providers is then to find a way to comply with the service contracts
for di↵erentiated customers while having a minimal capital investment in service parts inventory.
There are several ways to deal with inventory for di↵erentiated customers, as shown in Figure 1.
One way would be to use separate pools of stocks for each demand class, which is less e cient than
pooling stocks in one pool (Cohen et al. 2006). While pooling service parts without di↵erentiation
is more e cient, one has to deal with the free-rider problem: low priority customers may receive the
same service level as high priority customers. In order to take advantage of the economies of scale
of pooling while delivering di↵erentiated services, researchers propose to reserve a part of inventory
for high priority customers and pool the rest (Deshpande et al. 2003). Despite the potential savings
the stock reservation policies can o↵er, this method is not often observed in practice (Arslan et al.
2007). One of the reasons is that service engineers find it di cult to reserve a part for a future
failure at a high priority customer while being asked to help a failure at a low priority customer
(Alvarez et al. 2012).
As noted by many researchers (Dekker et al. 1998, Deshpande et al. 2003), a pipeline stock
allocation policy may have significant impact on inventory system performance. Particularly, it
a↵ects the fill rate of high priority customers and the average length of stockouts of low priority
customers (Dekker et al. 1998), thus influencing the total costs of the system (Deshpande et al.
2003).
Therefore, it is of great interest to investigate the customer-focused performance metrics under
two di↵erent customer di↵erentiation policies, namely, stock reservation for high priority customers
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Figure 1 Customer Di↵erentiation Policies
and pipeline stock priority for high priority customers. We contribute to the literature by providing
exact analytical expressions of the customer-focused performance metrics for a stock reservation
policy. We also contribute by providing accurate approximation methods for a pipeline stock pri-
ority policy.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the literature on customer di↵er-
entiation policies. In Section 3, we present our model. In Section 4, we provide exact analytical
expressions for the stock reservation policy. In Section 5, we give an approximation for the pipeline
stock priority policy. In Section 6, we conduct extensive numerical experiments, to first validate our
approximation method for the pipeline stock priority policy, then to compare it to the reservation
policy. In the last section, we draw our conclusion and o↵er managerial insights.
2. Literature review
Veinott (1965) is one of the first to analyze an inventory model with several demand classes for a
single product in a periodic review system. He shows that the base stock ordering policy is optimal
if, in each period, on-hand inventory is used to satisfy high priority demand before any attempt
to satisfy low priority demand. Furthermore, he proposes several useful variations of his model
without carrying out the details of the analysis. One such variation is to use a critical level to
ration the on-hand inventory among two demand classes. Topkis (1968) subsequently analyses the
proposed critical level policy in a periodic review system, and proves that there exists an optimal,
non-negative, critical level for each demand class.
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Nahmias and Demmy (1981) analyze a critical level policy for a periodic review system and a
continuous review (Q,R) inventory system with two demand classes. In the latter system, they
assume no more than one outstanding order at any time, which allows them to approximate
expected backorders and fill rates for both demand classes. They find that with the critical level
policy, the overall fill rate for all demand classes is always lower than when no critical level is used.
However, the fill rates for a high priority class are higher when the critical level policy is employed.
Ha (1997a) considers the inventory rationing problem in a make-to-stock production system with
several demand classes and lost sales. He shows that the optimal policy is characterized by a critical
stock level for each demand class. Ha (1997b) studies a similar problem but allows backordering. In
his model, low priority backorders are cleared only when there is no backorder of the high priority
class and a su cient amount of stock has been built up in the system. For a Markovian model
with exponentially distributed inter-arrival times and production times, where the manager at the
production facility has three possible actions (do not produce, produce one item to replenish or
to satisfy a high priority backorder, and produce one item to fill low priority backorder), he shows
that a base stock policy for the production decision and a dynamic critical level policy for rationing
inventory are optimal.
Dekker et al. (1998) consider a model similar to the continuous review model discussed in Nah-
mias and Demmy (1981), but without the assumption on the number of outstanding orders. Their
model also di↵ers by considering an one-for-one inventory systems with deterministic lead time.
They explore several ways of allocating the incoming pipeline stocks. The first allocation method
gives priority first to backorders for critical demand then to backorders for non-critical demand
and finally to stock reservation for critical demand. The second allocation method gives priority
first to backorders for critical demand then to stock reservation for critical demand and finally to
backorders for non-critical demand. For these methods, they provide approximations of fill rates
for the high and low priority customers and show that the allocation methods have a significant
impact on system performance.
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Deshpande et al. (2003) consider the continuous review (Q,R) inventory system as in Nahmias
and Demmy (1981), but without the assumption on the number of outstanding orders. They study
a “threshold clearing” mechanism which allocates incoming pipeline stocks to all backorders, that
were issued for all demand classes before the critical level hitting time, according to a first-come-
first-served (FCFS) discipline. Only after clearing backorders, a“priority clearing” mechanism is
applied to the remaining incoming pipeline stocks, which gives priority first to backorders for critical
demand, then to stock reservation for critical demand and finally to backorders for non-critical
demand. As a result, backorders originating from low priority customers can be cleared before
backorders originating from high priority customers. This threshold clearing mechanism permits
to derive expressions for the expected number of backorders for both classes, and to calculate
the optimal ordering parameters and the optimal critical level. The parameters obtained from the
“threshold clearing” scheme are then used in the “priority clearing” scheme. The authors show
that this “hybrid” policy closely approximates the optimal “priority clearing” scheme.
Arslan et al. (2007) extend the work of Deshpande et al. (2003) to multiple demand classes by
mapping this inventory system to an inventory system with multiple serial stages. Di↵ering from
previous work, for the allocation of incoming pipeline stocks between adjacent demand classes,
they do not distinguish between backorders for higher priority demand, stock reservation for higher
priority demand and backorders for lower priority demand, all of which are served according to a
FCFS discipline. However, they establish the equivalence between the FCFS allocation rule and
the threshold clearing process in Deshpande et al. (2003). They report that, though the FCFS
allocation rule leads to lower fill rate than the priority allocation rule, the di↵erence is quite small.
They find that the cost in cases without the critical-level policy may be considerably higher than
that in cases with critical-level policy.
In this paper, we compare three customer di↵erentiation policies: separate pools of stocks for each
customer class, stock reservation for high priority customers and pipeline stock priority for high pri-
ority customers. We first contribute to the literature on stock reservation policy, by providing exact
analytical expressions of the customer-focused performance metrics, namely maximum response
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time and level of guarantee. This customer-focused performance metrics distinguish themselves
by their capability to best match customers’ expectation. We then contribute to the literature on
pipeline stock priority policy, by providing accurate approximation methods for the corresponding
customer-focused performance metrics.
3. Model description
We consider a service parts inventory system with two demand classes, i.e., high priority or Gold
customers and low priority or Silver customers. The two classes require di↵erent maximum response
time guarantees. To provide di↵erentiated services, we consider two di↵erentiation policies: stock
reservation for Gold customers and pipeline stock priority for Gold customers.
Assumptions and notations
Inventory control policy The inventory system is controlled by a one-for-one policy with base
stock S under continuous review, i.e., every time a demand from either a Gold customer or a Silver
customer occurs, a replenishment order is placed. The inventory system has no lost sales. All not
satisfied demands are backlogged. This inventory control policy is commonly employed for service
parts, which are characterized by high price and low demand rates (Sherbrooke 1968, Alfredsson
and Verrijdt 1999).
Customer demand We assume that the demand processes corresponding to the two demand
classes are independent Poisson processes. The demand rates of Gold and Silver customers will
be denoted by  G and  Z respectively. Since the demand processes of Gold and Silver customers
are independent Poisson processes, their superposition is also a Poisson process. As a result, the
aggregated demand process is a Poisson process with rate  =  G+ Z .
Lead times The lead times are assumed to be non-negative and deterministic, denoted by L.
Service performance matrices Customers can be di↵erentiated by two service requirements:
the response time and the service level within the response time i.e., the proportion of customers
satisfied within the response time. Note that high priority customers require lower response time
and in general the response time should be lower than the lead time.
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We conclude this section by the list of parameters and Notations that will be used throughout
the paper.
S = base stock
L = lead time
 G = arrival rate of Gold customers
 Z = arrival rate of Silver customers
  = arrival rate of arbitrary customers
IL = inventory level
W cG = waiting time of a Gold customer in the stock reservation policy
W cZ = waiting time of a Silver customer in the stock reservation policy
W pG = waiting time of a Gold customer in the pipeline stock priority policy
W pZ = waiting time of a Silver customer in the pipeline stock priority policy
Erln, (·) - the cumulative distribution function of an Erlang random variable with shape
parameter n and rate  
Exp (·) - the cumulative distribution function of an Exponential random variable with rate
 
po(·; ) - the probability mass function of a Poisson random variable with rate  
Po(·; ) - the cumulative distribution function of a Poisson random variable with rate  
bin(·;n,p) - the probability mass function of a Binomial distribution with parameters n and
p
Beta(·;↵, ) - the cumulative distribution function of a Beta variable with parameters ↵ and
 
X ⇠ F (·) - the random variable X has the cumulative distribution F (·)
f ⇤ g - the convolution of the functions f and g.
4. Customer di↵erentiation via stock reservation
In this section, we analyze the model with stock reservation policy, also known as critical level
policy. We denote the critical level by K. In this inventory system, Silver customers are not served
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any more once the inventory level reaches or falls belowK. We consider the pipeline stock allocation
method in Arslan et al. (2007), also known as first-come-first-served (FCFS) clearing mechanism,
where shortfall for Gold customers and Silver customers’ backorders are cleared according to a
FCFS discipline. The shortfall for Gold customers is defined as the amount of inventory to clear
all Gold backorders and to restore the on-hand inventory level to the critical inventory level.
For illustration purpose, consider a one-for-one inventory system with base stock S = 3 and
critical level K = 1. We look at this system right after the on hand inventory has become 1, hence
there are 2 items in pipeline and no customer is waiting. Since K = 1, the item on stock can only
be given to a Gold customer. Suppose that three customers, with Gold, Silver and Gold priorities,
arrive before the first pipeline item joins the stock. In this case, the first Gold customer will get the
item on stock, thus causing a shortfall. Since the shortfall was registered before the arrival of the
Silver customer, the first pipeline item will be used to restore the shortfall, and raise the on hand
inventory level to 1. Since K = 1, the item on stock is reserved for Gold customers and cannot
be given to the waiting Silver customer. The Silver customer is backordered and the pipeline item
will be given to the second Gold customer, and a new shortfall will be registered. Since the Silver
customer arrived before the second shortfall has been registered, he will get the second pipeline
item. Now suppose that the three customers had Silver, Gold and Gold priorities. Since the item
on stock is reserved for Gold customers, it will be given to the first Gold customer and a shortfall
will be registered. However, since the Silver customer arrived before the shortfall was registered,
the first item in pipeline will be given to the Silver customer.
The analysis of this model relies on the equivalence between a demand-class inventory system
with a stock reservation policy (DCS) and the following serial stage inventory system (SSS) . For a
proof of this equivalence, we refer to Arslan et al. (2007) . We present this equivalence for 2 demand
classes. The (SSS) inventory system divides the on hand inventory into 2 stockpiles (stages), one
for each demand class. The first stockpile operates with a continuous review base stock policy with
base-stock level K and is replenished by the second stockpile with zero replenishment time. The
second stockpile uses a continuous review base stock policy with base stock level S K. The second
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stockpile uses an outside supplier with leadtime L. The demand at the first stockpile follows a
Poisson process with rate  G. Demand at second stage is divided into internal demand with rate
 G, originating from the first class (Gold customers), and external demand, corresponding to Silver
customers, with rate  Z . Internal demand corresponds to recovering of the reservation stock for
Gold customers. At each stage, all internal and external demands that cannot be fulfilled from on
hand inventory is backordered. Backorders are served in a FCFS manner.
Recall that in a classical continuous review, base stock model, with base stock level S and one
class of customers, a pipeline item is given to the S th customer arriving after this item was
ordered. Consider now our model with two demand classes and stock reservation policy and the
equivalent (SSS) model. Tag a pipeline item right after the time t˜ when it is ordered. We will
refer to customers/demand requests after time t˜ as future customers/demand requests. The tagged
pipeline item will satisfy the S K-th (internal and external ) future demand request at the second
stockpile, say at t˜+ YS K, . Specifically, suppose the demand is external, thus corresponds to a
demand from a Silver customer. In this case, the tagged item is given to the S  Kth customer
arriving after t˜. If the demand is internal, thus caused by a shortfall, the tagged item will be
used to restore the reservation stock for Gold customers, i.e., raise the inventory level of the first
stockpile to K. In this case, the tagged item will be given to the K th Gold customer arriving
after t˜+YS K, .
In Proposition 1 we derive the distribution of the waiting time for a Silver customer, while in
Proposition 2 we derive the distribution of a Gold customer. The proofs can be found in Appendix
A.
Proposition 1. In a single echelon system with critical level policy, where pipeline stocks are
allocated according to a FCFS clearing mechanism, the waiting time distribution for a Silver cus-
tomer is given by
P (W cZ  t) = 1 ErlS K, (L  t) =Po(S K   1; (L  t)). (1)
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Proposition 2. In a single echelon system with critical level policy, where pipeline stocks are
allocated according to a FCFS clearing mechanism, the waiting time distribution for a Gold cus-
tomer is given by
P (W cG  t) = 1 ErlS K,  ⇤ErlK, G(L  t). (2)
Note that for K = 0, the model with reservation reduces to a model without reservation where all
customers are served according to the FCFS rule. In this case, based on the fact that Erl0, (·) = 1,
1 ErlS, (L) =Po(S   1, L) the results in Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 , coincide with the
result for a regular FCFS inventory system (see Proposition 1 in Yang et al. (2012)).
5. Customer di↵erentiation via pipeline stock priority
Next we analyze the model where Gold customers have priority over Silver customers for pipeline
stock when there is no stock on hand, and served in order of arrival otherwise. We assume no stock
reservation for Gold customers. For illustration purpose, consider a one-for-one inventory system
with base stock S = 3 just before the arrival of a pipeline item in stock. Suppose that at this
moment, there is zero on-hand inventory, one Gold and one Silver backorder. Since Gold customers
have priority over Silver customers with respect to pipeline items, the next arriving pipeline stock
will be allocated to clear the Gold backorder, even if the Gold customer has arrived after the Silver
one.
For this model, we propose simple and accurate approximations for the service levels of the two
demand classes. The performance of these heuristics is studied in Section 6. We use superscript p
to distinguish the performance measures for this di↵erentiation method.
5.1. Approximate waiting time distribution of a Gold customer
The approximation relies on the well know equivalence between an one-for-one inventory system
with Poisson demands and anM/G/1 queue. Next we are breifly reviewing this equivalence and a
few classical results that rely on it. The arrivals in the M/G/1 queue are the orders placed at the
arrival of a customer in the one-for-one inventory system with Poisson demands. The service time
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is equivalent to the lead time. Note that the priorities do not a↵ect the arrival of ordered items
via pipeline; they only a↵ect the order in which waiting customers are served after the items arrive
in stock. By Palm’s theorem, the probability that a customer sees at arrival n items in pipeline is
po(n, L).
Brumelle (1978) shows that if an arrival at an M/G/1 queue finds n busy servers, the remain-
ing service times are distributed as n independent random variables with distribution H⇤(x) =R x
0 P (S>t)dt
E(S)
, where S is the service time. In the case of constant service time L, H⇤(x) = x
L
for
x2 [0,L]. Assume that the items in pipeline are numbered in the order they arrive into stock. The
time till the arrival of the k+1-th pipeline stock is thus given by U(k+1), the k+1-th order statis-
tics of n uniformly distributed random variables on [0,L] and thus follows a Beta( ·
L
;k+1, n  k)
distribution.
Tag a Gold customer at his arrival. With probability po(n, L), he sees n items in pipeline at
arrival.
If the tagged customer sees stock on hand, i.e., if he sees n S   1 items in the pipeline, he is
immediately served. In this case,
P (W pG = 0) =Po(S  1; L). (3)
If n  S, the tagged customer sees at his arrival n  S customers waiting. Due to the priority
rule, the Gold customer only has to wait till all the other waiting Gold customers are served. Our
approximation relies on the following assumption:
Assumption 1 A waiting customer is a Gold customer with probability qG, independent of other
customers.
Assume for the moment that the value of qG is known. Then, with probability bin (k;n S, qG) = 
n S
k
 
qkG(1  qG)n S k, k out of the n S waiting customers are Gold customers. In this case, the
Gold customer with get k+ 1-th pipeline item and his waiting time is equal to the residual lead
time of this item. Based on Brumelle (1978), the residual lead time of k + 1-th item follows a
Beta( ·
L
;k+1, n  k) distribution.
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Combining the above ideas, we obtain the following approximation for the distribution of the
waiting time of a Gold customer.
P (0<W pG  t)'
1X
n=S
po(n; L)
n SX
k=0
bin (k;n S, qG)Beta( t
L
;k+1, n  k) (4)
Note that for a system with one demand class, where qG = 1, the approximation is exact, and
coincides with the results in Proposition 1 in Yang et al. (2012).
Approximating qG Since the two types of customers arrive according to independent Poisson
processes, the probability that a customer is a Gold customer is  G
 
. However, since Gold customers
have priority, qG must be smaller than
 G
 
. We approximate the probability qG by
 
 G
 
 2
. This
choice can be justified as follows. Suppose that each pipeline item is given to the customer who
issued the order L time periods before. Then, a pipeline item would be given to a Gold and Silver
customer with probability  G
 
and  Z
 
, respectively. We assume next that when a Gold customer
gets priority, will actually receive an item dedicated to a Silver customer. The probability that
a customer is a Gold customer and gets an item dedicated to a Silver customer is thus equal to
 G
 
 Z
 
. Finally, we approximate the probability that a waiting customer is a Gold customer by the
probability that he is a Gold customer, but will not make use of his priority, which means that he
will get an item dedicated to a Gold customer. This happens with probability  G
 
   G Z
 2
=
 
 G
 
 2
.
In Section 6 the accuracy of this approximation is tested for di↵erent parameter settings.
5.2. Approximate waiting time distribution of a Silver customer
Tag a Silver customer at his arrival, say time t. We take the arrival of the Silver customer as time
reference. Assume that items in pipeline are numbered in increasing order of the residual lead time.
As for the Gold customers, we can use Palm’s theorem to argue that
P (W pZ = 0) =Po(S  1, L).
Suppose the tagged customer sees n  S items in pipeline, or, n S customers waiting in front of
him. In a system without priorities, the Silver customer would get n  S + 1-th item in pipeline.
However, in a system with priorities, the Silver customer gets item n S+1+k, if k Gold customers
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arrive between t and the arrival of item n  S + 1 in stock. A complicating factor in calculating
the waiting time distribution of Silver customers is that the residual lead times of the items in
pipeline and the number of Gold customers that arrive between t and the service of the tagged
Silver customer are dependent variables. In order to simplify the calculations we make the following
assumption.
Assumption 2 A Silver customer who upon arrival sees n items in pipeline, n  S, will get item
n S+1+ k with probability pn,k, independent of the residual lead time of the items in pipeline.
Assume further that the tagged Silver customer gets item n  S +1+ k and that the values of
pn,k are known.
Suppose that k  S   1. In this case, the Silver customer gets an item that arrives into stock
before item n+1, hence an item he seen in pipeline at arrival. Therefore, his waiting time will be
smaller than L with probability 1. As argued in Section 5.1, the residual lead time of l-th item in
pipeline follows a Beta( ·
L
, l, n  l+1) distribution.
If k= S, the tagged customer gets item n+1, hence the item ordered at his arrival. In this case,
the waiting time is equal to L.
Assume now that k   S + 1. In this case, the tagged customer will get the pipeline item with
index n S+ k+1>n+1 and thus his waiting time will be larger than L. Note that since items
n+ 1, ..., n  S + 1 + k were ordered after the arrival of the Silver customer, the times between
their arrival in stock are exponentially distributed with rate  . Hence the waiting time of the Silver
customer is equal to L+A, where A=Erlk S, (·).
Based on the ideas above we propose the following approximation for the distribution of WZ :
P (W pZ  t) = P (WZ = 0)+
1X
n=S
po(n, L)
1X
k=0
pn,kP (Cn,k  t), (5)
where
P (Cn,k  t) =
8>><>>:
Beta( t
L
;n S+ k+1, S  k) for k S  1, t < L,
0 for k= S, t < L,
1 for k S, t L,
Erlk S, (t L) for k  S+1.
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Approximating pn,k In the next two lemma’s we propose approximations for the probabilities
pn,k. Recall that the residual lead times of the pipeline items follow a Beta distribution. In order
to simplify the calculations, the lemma’s make use of the following assumption.
Assumption 3 If a customer sees n items in pipeline at his arrival, the time intervals between the
arrival of k th and k+1-th item in stock, 1 k n, are independent and exponentially distributed
with mean L
n+1
.
Under this assumption, the residual lead times become Erlang distributed, which leads to closed
formulas for the probabilities pn,k. The proofs of the lemma’s, together with some preliminary
results, can be found in Appendix B.
Lemma 1. Under Assumption 3, the probability pn,k that a Silver customer who sees n  S items
in pipeline gets item n S+1+ k, for 1 k S, is given by
pn,0 =
✓
 
 G+ 
◆n S+1
,
for k= 0 and by
pn,k =
✓
 G
 G+ 
◆k✓
 
 G+ 
◆n S+k+1 kX
a=1
a
k
✓
n S+ a
a
◆✓
2k  a  1
k  a
◆
,
where   = n+1
L
.
Next lemma gives an approximation of pn,k for k  S+1.
Lemma 2. Under Assumption 3, the probability pn,k that a Silver customer who sees n  S items
in pipeline gets item n S+1+ k, with k  S+1, is given by
pn,k =
✓
 
 G+ 
◆k S✓
 
 G+ 
◆n+1 kX
a=1
✓
n S+ a
a
◆ k aX
B=max{S+1 a,0}
✓
 G
 G+ 
◆k B✓
 G
 G+ 
◆B
qk(a,B),
with
qk(a,B) =
(
a+B S
k S
 
2k a B S 1
k S 1
 ⇣ 
B+S 1
B
    B+S 1
a+B
 ⌘
for a< S
a+B S
k S
 
2k a B S 1
k S 1
  
B+S 1
B
 
, for a  S.
The accuracy of the proposed approximation and a comparison between stock reservation and
pipeline stock priority are discussed in Section 6 .
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6. Numerical experiments
In this section, we first validate the approximations proposed in Section 5. Then, via numerical
experiments we compare the two methods of di↵erentiation, namely stock reservation and pipeline
stock priority. The following notations will be used throughout this section.
⌧ - response time for Gold customer
⇠ - response time for Silver customers
SLcG- service level within response time ⌧ for Gold customers under the stock reservation
policy
SLpG- service level within response time ⌧ for Gold customers under the pipeline stock priority
policy
To calculate the service levels SLcZ = P (W
c
Z  ⇠) and SLcG = P (W cG  ⌧) for the stock reservation
policy, we use (1) and (2), respectively. The service levels SLpG = P (W
p
G  ⌧) and SLpZ = P (W pZ  ⌧)
under the pipeline priority policy will be approximated by using (4) and (5).
The test bed of our experiments is similar to the one used in Arslan et al. (2007). The lead time
is fixed to L= 1/4 year = 3 months. We vary the base stock S between 7 and 14 and the proportion
of Gold and Silver customers,  G
 Z
2 {0.5,1,2}.
To study the quality of the approximation proposed in Section 5 we evaluate the service level
of Gold customers, SLpG = P (W
p
G  ⌧) for ⌧ 2 {0.25,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.75} with qG =
 
 G
 
 2
. For each
value of ⌧ , the approximated service levels and the di↵erence between them and the service levels
obtained by simulation are reported in columns 5 to 16 in Table 1. As the results in Table 1 show,
in the cases we studied, the approximation is very accurate, the average absolute error being 0.38%.
The maximum absolute error, of 3.49% is obtained for case 1, which is characterized by a low S
and a service level below 50%, which is rarely desirable in practice for the highest priority class.
Moreover, the quality of the approximation improves with an increase in S. For lower values of S,
i.e. 7  S  10, the approximation is most accurate for the cases where the proportion of Silver
customers is low, i.e.  G = 1.5, Z = 0.75 and least accurate for high proportion of Silver customers,
i.e.,  G = 0.75, Z = 1.5. However, when S increases, i.e. 12 S  14, the proportion of Gold and
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Silver customers seems to a↵ect less the quality of the approximation, as the cases corresponding
to  G = 1.5, Z = 0.75 and  G = 0.75, Z = 1.5 indicate. In these cases, the error seems to be most
influenced by the total load, as the higher errors for the cases with  G =  Z = 1.5 suggest. Over
the tested values of ⌧ , the highest average absolute error (equal to 0.48%) is obtained for ⌧ = 0.25.
Note that for this value of ⌧ , the approximation understimates the real service level for the cases
with higher proportion of Gold customers (i.e.,  G = 1.5, Z = 0.75 and  G = 1.5, Z = 1.5), and
slightly overestimates when the proportion of Gold customers is low (i.e.  G = 0.75, Z = 1.5). In
general, the approximation seems to underestimate the real service level for low values of ⌧ and
low values of S, while for the other cases, it slightly overestimates it.
Table 1 Performance of the approximation method for the service level of Gold customers in the pipeline
stock priority policy
Inputs ⌧ = 0.25 ⌧ = 0.4 ⌧ = 0.5 ⌧ = 0.6 ⌧ = 0.75 ⌧ = 1
Cases S  G  Z SL
p
G Error
a SLpG Error
a SLpG Error
a SLpG Error
a SLpG Error
a SLpG Error
a
1 7 1.5 1.5 48.15% -3.49% 61.78% -2.36% 69.46% -1.42% 76.02% -0.69% 83.86% 0.34% 92.43% 1.38%
2 7 1.5 0.75 64.47% -1.53% 72.53% -0.80% 77.24% -0.64% 81.42% -0.17% 86.68% 0.37% 92.99% 0.82%
3 7 0.75 1.5 72.31% 0.76% 81.48% 1.21% 86.04% 1.56% 89.62% 1.69% 93.51% 1.35% 97.25% 0.94%
4 8 1.5 1.5 59.08% -2.04% 71.25% -0.74% 77.77% -0.12% 83.13% 0.43% 89.23% 0.86% 95.42% 1.12%
5 8 1.5 0.75 76.69% -0.76% 82.88% -0.27% 86.31% 0.01% 89.23% 0.31% 92.72% 0.43% 96.55% 0.53%
6 8 0.75 1.5 81.75% 0.64% 88.37% 0.84% 91.53% 1.01% 93.91% 0.99% 96.40% 0.95% 98.63% 0.51%
7 9 1.5 1.5 69.60% -0.54% 79.69% 0.10% 84.83% 0.46% 88.89% 0.84% 93.30% 0.94% 97.42% 0.86%
8 9 1.5 0.75 85.92% -0.23% 90.18% -0.04% 92.44% 0.07% 94.27% 0.29% 96.35% 0.35% 98.45% 0.31%
9 9 0.75 1.5 88.92% 0.27% 93.29% 0.52% 95.28% 0.50% 96.73% 0.63% 98.17% 0.46% 99.37% 0.24%
10 10 1.5 1.5 78.80% -0.17% 86.55% 0.35% 90.31% 0.64% 93.16% 0.75% 96.10% 0.76% 98.65% 0.45%
11 10 1.5 0.75 92.14% -0.08% 94.81% 0.21% 96.15% 0.14% 97.19% 0.17% 98.32% 0.21% 99.36% 0.16%
12 10 0.75 1.5 93.79% 0.32% 96.43% 0.32% 97.58% 0.27% 98.38% 0.31% 99.15% 0.24% 99.74% 0.09%
13 11 1.5 1.5 86.12% 0.10% 91.65% 0.46% 94.20% 0.53% 96.06% 0.67% 97.88% 0.46% 99.34% 0.30%
14 11 1.5 0.75 95.93% -0.11% 97.46% 0.03% 98.18% 0.08% 98.73% 0.11% 99.28% 0.11% 99.76% 0.06%
15 11 0.75 1.5 96.78% 0.12% 98.24% 0.21% 98.85% 0.15% 99.26% 0.13% 99.63% 0.10% 99.90% 0.04%
16 12 1.5 1.5 91.46% 0.15% 95.13% 0.35% 96.74% 0.36% 97.87% 0.38% 98.92% 0.32% 99.70% 0.15%
17 12 1.5 0.75 98.04% -0.02% 98.84% 0.08% 99.20% 0.05% 99.46% 0.05% 99.72% 0.03% 99.91% 0.02%
18 12 0.75 1.5 98.44% 0.09% 99.19% 0.07% 99.49% 0.08% 99.69% 0.09% 99.85% 0.07% 99.96% 0.01%
19 13 1.5 1.5 95.06% 0.15% 97.33% 0.27% 98.28% 0.21% 98.92% 0.20% 99.49% 0.15% 99.87% 0.07%
20 13 1.5 0.75 99.12% 0.01% 99.51% 0.02% 99.67% 0.03% 99.79% 0.03% 99.90% 0.02% 99.97% 0.01%
21 13 0.75 1.5 99.30% 0.02% 99.66% 0.01% 99.79% 0.02% 99.88% 0.03% 99.95% 0.02% 99.99% 0.00%
22 14 1.5 1.5 97.31% 0.13% 98.62% 0.13% 99.15% 0.08% 99.48% 0.10% 99.77% 0.07% 99.95% 0.02%
23 14 1.5 0.75 99.63% 0.01% 99.80% 0.01% 99.87% 0.00% 99.92% 0.01% 99.96% 0.01% 99.99% 0.00%
24 14 0.75 1.5 99.70% 0.00% 99.86% 0.01% 99.92% 0.02% 99.95% 0.01% 99.98% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00%
a Error= SLpG  service level of Gold customers obtained by simulation.
Table 2 contains the comparison between the approximation of the service level for Silver cus-
tomers proposed in Section 5 and simulations. Columns 5 -16 report the approximated service
levels SLpZ = P (W
p
Z  ⇠) for ⇠ 2 {0.25,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.75,1} and the di↵erence between them and the
service levels obtained by simulation.
The average absolute error of the approximation is less than 1.9% with a maximum absolute
error of 6.68% in Case 3, when S = 7 and ⇠ = 0.5. The approximation overestimated the real service
level for Silver customers in all tested cases. For each proportion of Gold and Silver customers,
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Table 2 Performance of the approximation method for the service level of Silver customers in the pipeline
stock priority policy.
Inputs ⇣ = 0.25 ⇣ = 0.4 ⇣ = 0.5 ⇣ = 0.6 ⇣ = 0.75 ⇣ = 1
Cases S  G  Z SL
p
Z Error
a SLpZ Error
a SLpZ Error
a SLpZ Error
a SLpZ Error
a SLpZ Error
a
1 7 1.5 1.5 29.29% 0.53% 38.38% 5.78% 41.26% 5.98% 43.83% 6.36% 47.78% 6.26% 53.24% 5.30%
2 7 1.5 0.75 58.01% 0.39% 65.65% 4.32% 68.24% 4.54% 70.45% 4.61% 73.40% 4.47% 77.21% 3.80%
3 7 0.75 1.5 60.02% 1.65% 65.07% 2.40% 72.15% 6.68% 74.81% 6.48% 78.22% 6.14% 83.17% 4.70%
4 8 1.5 1.5 42.75% 0.53% 52.29% 6.09% 55.31% 6.00% 57.96% 5.86% 61.86% 5.74% 67.08% 4.24%
5 8 1.5 0.75 72.00% 0.49% 78.13% 3.17% 80.20% 3.28% 81.93% 3.20% 84.16% 3.01% 86.92% 2.05%
6 8 0.75 1.5 73.63% 1.49% 80.70% 4.84% 83.10% 4.69% 85.11% 4.42% 87.74% 4.25% 90.98% 3.00%
7 9 1.5 1.5 56.53% 0.82% 65.43% 5.16% 68.24% 5.37% 70.88% 5.29% 74.07% 4.64% 78.44% 3.10%
8 9 1.5 0.75 82.83% 0.29% 87.19% 2.10% 88.65% 2.23% 89.89% 2.22% 91.34% 1.93% 93.09% 1.01%
9 9 0.75 1.5 84.00% 1.01% 88.92% 3.04% 90.57% 2.92% 91.91% 2.77% 93.60% 2.42% 95.56% 1.58%
10 10 1.5 1.5 69.10% 0.82% 76.57% 4.40% 78.92% 3.89% 81.05% 3.99% 83.56% 3.55% 86.84% 2.04%
11 10 1.5 0.75 90.29% 0.13% 93.07% 1.26% 94.00% 1.31% 94.76% 1.16% 95.63% 0.86% 96.63% 0.42%
12 10 0.75 1.5 91.04% 0.63% 94.12% 1.93% 95.14% 1.74% 95.98% 1.73% 96.92% 1.22% 97.98% 0.67%
13 11 1.5 1.5 81.54% 2.90% 85.14% 3.14% 86.99% 3.02% 88.47% 2.74% 90.27% 2.09% 92.49% 1.05%
14 11 1.5 0.75 95.40% 0.68% 96.53% 0.76% 97.07% 0.74% 97.49% 0.56% 97.95% 0.34% 98.47% 0.21%
15 11 0.75 1.5 95.35% 0.29% 97.11% 1.04% 97.68% 0.92% 98.13% 0.78% 98.62% 0.50% 99.15% 0.27%
16 12 1.5 1.5 88.59% 2.06% 91.16% 2.01% 92.44% 1.88% 93.43% 1.78% 94.60% 1.30% 96.73% 1.28%
17 12 1.5 0.75 97.77% 0.27% 98.38% 0.33% 98.67% 0.37% 98.88% 0.23% 99.11% 0.20% 99.45% 0.17%
18 12 0.75 1.5 97.76% 0.26% 98.68% 0.50% 98.97% 0.43% 99.19% 0.31% 99.43% 0.26% 99.66% 0.08%
19 13 1.5 1.5 93.37% 1.09% 95.06% 1.33% 95.87% 1.26% 96.48% 0.99% 97.18% 0.70% 98.36% 0.51%
20 13 1.5 0.75 98.99% 0.13% 99.30% 0.15% 99.43% 0.12% 99.53% 0.12% 99.63% 0.07% 99.78% 0.03%
21 13 0.75 1.5 99.11% 0.20% 99.43% 0.21% 99.57% 0.18% 99.67% 0.17% 99.78% 0.10% 99.87% 0.03%
22 14 1.5 1.5 96.37% 0.67% 97.41% 0.71% 97.87% 0.56% 98.23% 0.55% 98.61% 0.33% 99.21% 0.25%
23 14 1.5 0.75 99.57% 0.09% 99.71% 0.06% 99.77% 0.07% 99.82% 0.03% 99.86% 0.02% 99.91% 0.00%
24 14 0.75 1.5 99.63% 0.11% 99.77% 0.10% 99.83% 0.08% 99.88% 0.05% 99.92% 0.04% 99.95% 0.01%
a Error= SLpZ  service level for Silver customers obtained by simulation.
the average absolute errors (over the di↵erent values of ⇠) decrease as the value of S increases. As
for Gold customers, for each value of S, the lowest errors are obtained for the cases with a low
proportion of Silver customers, i.e.,  G = 1.5, Z = 0.75. As the value of S increases, the proportion
of Gold and Silver customers does not seem to play an important role. For all values of S, the
highest errors are obtained for the cases with high load, namely  G =  Z = 1.5. Note that for most
of these cases, the service level for Silver customers is below 70%. The approximation seems to
work well for low and large response times (⇠ = 0.25 and ⇠ = 1), with an average absolute error
(over 24 cases) below 1.5%. The largest average absolute error, of 2.43% is registered for ⇠ = 0.5.
Tables 3 - 6 compare the performance of the stock reservation policy with various critical levels
and the pipeline stock priority policy with di↵erent response times for Gold and Silver customers,
given the same investment in base stocks. Each table corresponds to di↵erent response times ⌧ and
⇠. In all tables we vary S between 11 and 14, since for these cases the error of our approximations
is below 3.5% and does not a↵ect the comparison. Columns 5 and 7 in all tables show the service
levels for Gold and Silver customers using stock reservation with K = 2, columns 9 and 11 report
the service levels with K = 4, and columns 13 and 15 report the service levels with K = 6. As
expected, the numerical results indicate that a stock reservation policy with higher critical level
leads to higher service level for Gold but lower service level for Silver customers. For example, the
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Table 3 Comparison between stock reservation policy and pipeline stock priority policy, L= 3, ⌧ = 0.25, ⇣ = 0.5.
Inputs K = 2 K = 4 K = 6
Cases S  G  Z SL
c
G  
a SLcZ  
b SLcG  
a SLcZ  
b SLcG  
a SLcZ  
b
1 11 1.5 1.5 89.28% 3.17% 66.20% -20.80% 94.72% 8.61% 37.82% -49.18% 97.48% 11.36% 13.21% -73.79%
2 11 1.5 0.75 96.81% 0.87% 88.34% -8.73% 98.01% 2.08% 66.63% -30.44% 98.77% 2.84% 33.84% -63.23%
3 11 0.75 1.5 98.81% 2.04% 88.34% -9.34% 99.73% 2.96% 66.63% -31.05% 99.94% 3.17% 33.84% -63.84%
4 12 1.5 1.5 93.64% 2.17% 77.64% -14.80% 97.00% 5.53% 52.46% -39.97% 98.62% 7.16% 24.14% -68.29%
5 12 1.5 0.75 98.49% 0.45% 93.95% -4.72% 99.08% 1.04% 79.38% -19.29% 99.44% 1.40% 50.76% -47.90%
6 12 0.75 1.5 99.46% 1.01% 93.95% -5.03% 99.88% 1.44% 79.38% -19.60% 99.98% 1.53% 50.76% -48.21%
7 13 1.5 1.5 96.43% 1.37% 86.22% -9.65% 98.38% 3.32% 66.20% -29.67% 99.28% 4.22% 37.82% -58.05%
8 13 1.5 0.75 99.33% 0.21% 97.10% -2.33% 99.60% 0.48% 88.34% -11.09% 99.76% 0.64% 66.63% -32.80%
9 13 0.75 1.5 99.77% 0.47% 97.10% -2.47% 99.95% 0.65% 88.34% -11.23% 99.99% 0.69% 66.63% -32.95%
10 14 1.5 1.5 98.11% 0.80% 92.08% -5.80% 99.17% 1.86% 77.64% -20.23% 99.64% 2.34% 52.46% -45.41%
11 14 1.5 0.75 99.72% 0.09% 98.71% -1.06% 99.84% 0.21% 93.95% -5.83% 99.91% 0.28% 79.38% -20.39%
12 14 0.75 1.5 99.91% 0.20% 98.71% -1.12% 99.98% 0.28% 93.95% -5.89% 100.00% 0.29% 79.38% -20.45%
a = SLcG SLpG b = SLcZ  SLpZ
service level for Gold customers increases in Case 1 in Table 3 from 89.28% (K = 2) to 97.48%
(K = 6) while the service level for Silver customers decreases from 66.20% (K = 2) to 13.21%
(K = 6). On the other hand, the pipeline stock priority policy can better balance the services to
Gold and Silver customers after di↵erentiation by response times. For example, in Case 1, K = 2, in
Table 3, the service level for Gold customers is 86.12% while the service level for Silver customers
is 87.16% when using the pipeline stock priority policy. A similar behaviour can be noticed by
analysing the results in Tables 4-6.
Columns 6, 10, 14 in Tables 3 - 6 show the di↵erence in service level for Gold customers between
the stock reservation policy with various critical levels and the pipeline stock priority policy. The
experiments suggest that, in terms of service level for Gold customers, the stock reservation policy
has an advantage of up to 11.36% in Case 1, K = 6 in Table 3. The reason is that the stock
reservation policy gives Gold customers access to more resources all the time, whereas the pipeline
stock priority policy only does that occasionally. As we can see in Cases 1, 4, 7, and 10 in all
the tables, the advantage is highest when the arrival rate of Silver customers is high. This e↵ect
decreases as the base stock S increases.
However, as shown in Columns 8, 12, 16, in all tables, the stock reservation policy o↵ers much
lower service levels to Silver customers comparing to the pipeline stock priority policy. The di↵er-
ence can raise up to to 73.95% in Case 1, K = 6, in Table 3. In all tables, the di↵erences between
the service levels o↵ered by the two policies are higher in the cases with higher arrival rates and
lower S values.
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Table 4 Comparison between stock reservation policy and pipeline stock priority policy, L= 3, ⌧ = 0.25,
⇣ = 0.75.
Inputs K = 2 K = 4 K = 6
Cases S  G  Z SL
c
G  
a SLcZ  
b SLcG  
a SLcZ  
b SLcG  
a SLcZ  
b
1 11 1.5 1.5 89.28% 3.17% 76.11% -14.16% 94.72% 8.61% 48.76% -41.51% 97.48% 11.36% 19.70% -70.56%
2 11 1.5 0.75 96.81% 0.87% 92.77% -5.18% 98.01% 2.08% 75.30% -22.65% 98.77% 2.84% 42.96% -54.99%
3 11 0.75 1.5 98.81% 2.04% 92.77% -5.85% 99.73% 2.96% 75.30% -23.32% 99.94% 3.17% 42.96% -55.66%
4 12 1.5 1.5 93.64% 2.17% 85.49% -9.11% 97.00% 5.53% 63.59% -31.01% 98.62% 7.16% 33.38% -61.22%
5 12 1.5 0.75 98.49% 0.45% 96.58% -2.52% 99.08% 1.04% 86.00% -13.10% 99.44% 1.40% 60.50% -38.61%
6 12 0.75 1.5 99.46% 1.01% 96.58% -2.84% 99.88% 1.44% 86.00% -13.43% 99.98% 1.53% 60.50% -38.93%
7 13 1.5 1.5 96.43% 1.37% 91.83% -5.35% 98.38% 3.32% 76.11% -21.08% 99.28% 4.22% 48.76% -48.42%
8 13 1.5 0.75 99.33% 0.21% 98.51% -1.12% 99.60% 0.48% 92.77% -6.86% 99.76% 0.64% 75.30% -24.34%
9 13 0.75 1.5 99.77% 0.47% 98.51% -1.26% 99.95% 0.65% 92.77% -7.00% 99.99% 0.69% 75.30% -24.48%
10 14 1.5 1.5 98.11% 0.80% 95.71% -2.90% 99.17% 1.86% 85.49% -13.12% 99.64% 2.34% 63.59% -35.02%
11 14 1.5 0.75 99.72% 0.09% 99.40% -0.46% 99.84% 0.21% 96.58% -3.27% 99.91% 0.28% 86.00% -13.86%
12 14 0.75 1.5 99.91% 0.20% 99.40% -0.52% 99.98% 0.28% 96.58% -3.33% 100.00% 0.29% 86.00% -13.92%
a = SLcG SLpG b = SLcZ  SLpZ
Table 5 Comparison between stock reservation policy and pipeline stock priority policy, L= 3, ⌧ = 0.5, ⇣ = 0.75.
Inputs K = 2 K = 4 K = 6
Cases S  G  Z SL
c
G  
a SLcZ  
b SLcG  
a SLcZ  
b SLcG  
a SLcZ  
b
1 11 1.5 1.5 93.40% -0.80% 76.11% -14.16% 96.93% 2.73% 48.76% -41.51% 98.61% 4.41% 19.70% -70.56%
2 11 1.5 0.75 98.23% 0.05% 92.77% -5.18% 98.93% 0.75% 75.30% -22.65% 99.36% 1.18% 42.96% -54.99%
3 11 0.75 1.5 99.37% 0.52% 92.77% -5.85% 99.87% 1.02% 75.30% -23.32% 99.97% 1.12% 42.96% -55.66%
4 12 1.5 1.5 96.37% -0.37% 85.49% -9.11% 98.38% 1.64% 63.59% -31.01% 99.29% 2.55% 33.38% -61.22%
5 12 1.5 0.75 99.23% 0.03% 96.58% -2.52% 99.55% 0.34% 86.00% -13.10% 99.73% 0.53% 60.50% -38.61%
6 12 0.75 1.5 99.73% 0.24% 96.58% -2.84% 99.95% 0.45% 86.00% -13.43% 99.99% 0.50% 60.50% -38.93%
7 13 1.5 1.5 98.12% -0.16% 91.83% -5.35% 99.19% 0.91% 76.11% -21.08% 99.66% 1.38% 48.76% -48.42%
8 13 1.5 0.75 99.69% 0.02% 98.51% -1.12% 99.82% 0.15% 92.77% -6.86% 99.90% 0.22% 75.30% -24.34%
9 13 0.75 1.5 99.89% 0.10% 98.51% -1.26% 99.98% 0.19% 92.77% -7.00% 100.00% 0.21% 75.30% -24.48%
10 14 1.5 1.5 99.09% -0.06% 95.71% -2.90% 99.62% 0.47% 85.49% -13.12% 99.84% 0.70% 63.59% -35.02%
11 14 1.5 0.75 99.88% 0.01% 99.40% -0.46% 99.93% 0.06% 96.58% -3.27% 99.96% 0.09% 86.00% -13.86%
12 14 0.75 1.5 99.96% 0.04% 99.40% -0.52% 99.99% 0.07% 96.58% -3.33% 100.00% 0.08% 86.00% -13.92%
a = SLcG SLpG b = SLcZ  SLpZ
By comparing Tables 3 and 4, and Tables 5 and 6 we notice that the stock reservation policy
results into much lower service levels for Silver customers even when the response times increase.
However, when the response time for Gold customers increases (compare Tables 4 and 5), the
di↵erences between the service levels for Gold customers in the two policies decrease.
Table 6 Comparison between stock reservation policy and pipeline stock priority policy, L= 3, ⌧ = 0.5, ⇣ = 1.
Inputs K = 2 K = 4 K = 6
Cases S  G  Z SL
c
G  
a SLcZ  
b SLcG  
a SLcZ  
b SLcG  
a SLcZ  
b
1 11 1.5 1.5 93.40% -0.80% 84.72% -7.76% 96.93% 2.73% 60.63% -31.86% 98.61% 4.41% 28.51% -63.98%
2 11 1.5 0.75 98.23% 0.05% 95.97% -2.49% 98.93% 0.75% 83.11% -15.36% 99.36% 1.18% 53.21% -45.26%
3 11 0.75 1.5 99.37% 0.52% 95.97% -3.17% 99.87% 1.02% 83.11% -16.04% 99.97% 1.12% 53.21% -45.94%
4 12 1.5 1.5 96.37% -0.37% 91.61% -5.12% 98.38% 1.64% 74.40% -22.33% 99.29% 2.55% 44.57% -52.16%
5 12 1.5 0.75 99.23% 0.03% 98.29% -1.16% 99.55% 0.34% 91.34% -8.11% 99.73% 0.53% 70.29% -29.15%
6 12 0.75 1.5 99.73% 0.24% 98.29% -1.37% 99.95% 0.45% 91.34% -8.32% 99.99% 0.50% 70.29% -29.37%
7 13 1.5 1.5 98.12% -0.16% 95.74% -2.62% 99.19% 0.91% 84.72% -13.63% 99.66% 1.38% 60.63% -37.73%
8 13 1.5 0.75 99.69% 0.02% 99.33% -0.44% 99.82% 0.15% 95.97% -3.80% 99.90% 0.22% 83.11% -16.67%
9 13 0.75 1.5 99.89% 0.10% 99.33% -0.54% 99.98% 0.19% 95.97% -3.90% 100.00% 0.21% 83.11% -16.77%
10 14 1.5 1.5 99.09% -0.06% 97.99% -1.22% 99.62% 0.47% 91.61% -7.61% 99.84% 0.70% 74.40% -24.82%
11 14 1.5 0.75 99.88% 0.01% 99.76% -0.16% 99.93% 0.06% 98.29% -1.62% 99.96% 0.09% 91.34% -8.57%
12 14 0.75 1.5 99.96% 0.04% 99.76% -0.19% 99.99% 0.07% 98.29% -1.66% 100.00% 0.08% 91.34% -8.61%
a = SLcG SLpG b = SLcZ  SLpZ
The experiments suggest that for low arrival rates or su cient stock, the pipeline stock priority
policy achieves comparable service levels for Gold customers to the stock reservation policy, while
improving considerably the service level for Silver customers. For example, in Case 12, Table 3, the
di↵erence between the two policies in the service level for Gold customers is less than 0.3% whereas,
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for Silver customers, the pipeline stock priority policy can improve their service level up to 20.46%.
In the same time, when less stock is available, the arrival rate of Silver customers is high and a
high service level is required for Gold customers while the service level for Silver customers is not
very important, the stock reservation policy guarantees a better service level for Gold customers
than the pipeline stock priority policy.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have compared two customer di↵erentiation policies: stock reservation and pipeline
stock priority for high priority customers. In particular, we have considered customer-focused per-
formance metrics, namely the response time and the level of guarantee, because of their capability
to best match customers’ expectation. We provide exact analytical expressions for the service level
within reponse time fot the stock reservation policy. For the pipeline stock priority policy, we
provide accurate approximation methods. Via extensive numerical experiments, we found that, in
cases with low arrival rate and su cient available stock, the pipeline priority policy o↵ers com-
parable service levels to Gold customers as the stock reservation policy, while o↵ering a higher
service level to Silver customers. When the arrival rate of Silver customers is relatively high and
stock is scarce, the stock reservation policy insures a higher service level for Gold customers, how-
ever, at the expense of the service level for Silver customers. The numerical results indicate that
it is better to use the stock reservation policy when Gold customers are much more valuable than
Silver customers, and the service level o↵ered to the latter ones is not of importance; on the other
hand, when one desires to o↵er good service levels to both types of customers given di↵erentiated
response times, the pipeline priority policy is a better option.
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Appendix A: Proofs of results in Section 4
Proof of Proposition 1 For calculating the distribution of the waiting time of a Silver customer, we use
the equivalent (SSS) system presented in Section 4. Due to the FCFS rule for fulfilling shortfalls for Gold
backorders, a Silver customer is waiting only if there are more than S K items in the pipeline. The waiting
time of a Silver customer thus corresponds to the waiting time in a continuous review base stock inventory
model, with basestock level S  K and arrival rate  . Based on Proposition 1 in Yang et al. (2012), it is
given by
P (W cZ  t) = 1 ErlS K, (L  t) =Po(S K   1, (L  t)).
⇤
Proof of Proposition 2 Observe that a Gold customer is waiting only if he sees at his arrival at least S
items in pipeline and will get an item that was used to restore the shortfall. In order to look at the the
waiting time of Gold customers, we will look at the waiting time for each item used to restore a shortfall for
Gold, and thus used to eventually serve Gold customers. Tag an item used to restore a shortfall for Gold
customers at time t˜ when it was ordered. Consider now the second stage of the equivalent (SSS) system,
described in Section 4. Due to the FCFS rule used to clear shortfalls and backorders, the second stage of the
(SSS) inventory model behaves as a classical base stock inventory system with stock level S K and arrival
rate  . Hence the tagged item will be used to restore the S K-th shortfall/ backorder at time t˜+ YS K, ,
where YS K,  is the time of arrival of the S  K-th future demand at the second stage. Since the tagged
item is used to restore a shortfall, it will be given to the K th Gold arrival after t˜+YS K, . Let W cG be the
waiting time for the tagged item. Clearly, W cG   t if and only if YS K, +YK, G L  t.
Hence,
P (W cG   t) = P (YS K, +YK, G L  t),
=ErlS K,  ⇤ErlK, G(L  t).
The statement in the proposition now follows. ⇤
Appendix B: Proofs of results in Section 5.2
The following notations will be used in the proofs. For m,p, s2N and intervals I1, ..., Is, we denote by
Am - the time between the arrival of the Silver customer and the arrival of the m-th item in pipeline
Up - the time between the arrival of item n S+ p and item n S+ p+1 in pipeline.
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NG(I1, ..., Is) - a vector having as k-th component the number of Gold customers that arrive in time
interval Ik, k= 1, ..., s.
  = n+1
L
.
Before proving Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we state a few prelimiary results that will be useful in the sequel.
Tag a Silver customer who sees n items in pipeline at arrival. If n  S this implies that there are n  S
customers waiting in front of him. We take the arrival of the Silver customer as time reference. Assume
that items in pipeline are numbered in the order of the remaining time in pipeline, from the moment the
Silver customer arrived. Note that in a system without priorities, the tagged Silver customer would get
n  S + 1-th item in pipeline. In a system with priorities, this happens only if no Gold customer arrives
between the arrival of the Silver customer and item n S+1 in pipeline, in other words, if NG(An S+1) = 0.
The Silver customer will get item n   S + 2 in pipeline only if one Gold customer arrives before item
n   S + 1 in pipeline arrives and no Gold customer arrives between item n   S + 1 and n   S + 2. In
other words, if NG(An S+1,U1) = (1,0). Similarly, one can argue that the Silver customer gets item n 
S +3 in pipeline if NG(An S+1,U1,U2) 2 {(1,1,0), (2,0,0)} and item n  S +4 if NG(An S+1,U1,U2,U3) 2
{(1,1,1,0), (1,2,0,0), (2,1,0,0), (2,0,1,0), (3,0,0,0)}. The following lemma gives the necessary and su cient
cnditions for a Silver customer to get the n S+ k+1- th item in pipeline, k  1.
Lemma 3. A Silver customer who sees n items in pipeline at arrival, n  S, gets item n S+k+1, k  1,
if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied:
(i) NG(An S+1)  1
(ii) If k  2, for each l, 1 l k  1, NG(An S+1)+
Pl
s=1NG(Us)  l+1
(iii) NG(An S+1)+
Pk
i=1NG(Ui) = k.
Proof First, assume that the Silver customer gets item n  S + k+1, k   1. We prove that in this case
conditions (i)- (iii) are satisfied.
(i) If NG(An S+1) = 0, then the Silver customer gets item n S+1, which contradicts the claim that the
Silver customer gets item n S+ k+1, with k  1.
(ii) Suppose that k  2 and there is an l, 1 l < k such that NG(An S+1)+
Pl
s=1NG(Us) l. Let l˜ be the
smallest l with this property. This means that in the interval An S+1 [U1...[Ul˜ at most l˜ Gold customers
have arrived. On the other hand, in this time, item n  S + 1,..., n  S + 1+ l˜ in pipeline have arrived in
stock. Since the number of items that arrived in stock between the arrival of the Silver customer and of item
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n  S + l˜+ 1 in pipeline, is larger than the number of Gold customers that have arrived in the same time
interval, the Silver customer gets a pipeline item that arrived before item n S+ l˜+1 or item n S+ l˜+1.
Since l˜ < k, this contradicts the fact that the Silver customer gets item n S+1+ k in pipeline.
(iii) If the Silver customer gets item n S+2, NG(An S+1,U1) = (1,0). Hence, NG(An S+1)+NG(U1) = 1.
Suppose that k   2. Based on (ii), we know that for 1  l < k, in the intervals An S+1 [ U1... [ Ul more
Gold customers than pipeline items have arrived. If NG(An S+1) +
Pk
i=1NG(Ui)> k, then this would also
be the case in An S+1 [U1...[Uk, implying that the service of the Silver customer is postponed after item
n S+1+ k arrives in stock.
Assume now that (i)-(iii) are satisfied. Recall that in a system without priorities, the Silver customer would
get item n  S +1 in a pipeline. If k = 1, conditions (i) and (ii) imply that NG(An s+1,U1) = (1,0), so the
Silver customer will get item n S+2.
Assume k  2. Based on condition (i), we can conclude that the Silver customer will not get item n S+1
in pipeline. Based on (ii) we know that in the interval An S+1 [U1...[Ul, l  k  1 more Gold customers
than pipeline items have arrived. Hence, the Silver customer will get a pipeline item that arrives after item
n S + k. Moreover, (iii) implies that in An S+1 [U1...[Uk exactly k Gold customers have arrived. Thus,
NG(Uk) = 0 and by the time item n  S + k+ 1 joins the stock, all the waiting Gold customers have been
served. The Silver customer gets item n S+ k+1 in pipeline. ⇤
For k  1, define the sets Vk by V1 = {(1,0)} and
Vk = {(n0, ..., nk 1, nk)|
lX
i=0
ni   l+1, for 1 l k  1,
k 1X
i=0
ni = k and nk = 0}.
Note that (ii) and (iii) also imply that if a Silver customer who at arrival sees n items in pipeline, gets
item n S+ k+1, NG(Uk) = 0.
Remark 1. Lemma 3 implies that a Silver customer who sees n  S items in pipeline at arrival, gets item
n S+ k+1, k  1, if and only if NG(An S+1,U1, ...,Uk)2 Vk.
Following Brualdi (2004) Chapter 8, the set Vk can be given the following geometric interpretation. Call
a lattice path a path p in the Euclidian plane that contains only horizontal segments from left to right and
upwards vertical segments. A lattice path p is called a subdiagonal lattice path if it lies under or touches the
diagonal y = x. The set Vk can be interpreted as the set of lattice paths from (0,0) to (k, k + 1), formed
by a subdiagonal lattice path from (0,0) to (k, k) and a vertical segement from (k, k) to (k, k + 1). The
subdiagonal lattice path has at y= l, 0 l k  1 an horizontal segment of length nl.
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Next we introduce two other sets that will be useful in further analysis. Recall that if a Silver customer sees
at arrival n  S items in pipeline, he will get item n S+1+k, with k  1. For k S he will get an item he
sees in pipeline upon arrival or the item he orederes (if k= S), while for k > S, will get an item ordered after
his arrival. Hence, by Assumption 3, An S+1 ⇠ Erln S+1, (·) and Uk ⇠ Exp (·), for 1  k  S. Moreover,
since items n+ 2, ...n  S + 1+ k are ordered after the Silver customer has arrived, Uk ⇠ Exp  for k > S.
Due to the fact that {An S+1}, {U1, ...,US} and {US+1...,Un S+1+k}, k > S follow di↵erent distributions, in
our analysis, we will make distinction between the number of Gold customers that arrive during intervals in
each set. Together with the sets Vk, the following sets will be used in the proofs:
Vk(a) = {(n1, ..., nk)|(a,n1, ...., nk)2 Vk} (6)
and
Vk(a,B) = {(n1, ..., nk)|(a,n1, ..., nk)2 Vk,
SX
i=1
ni =B}. (7)
Similar to the interpretation of Vk in Remark 1, we observe that if a Silver customers sees n  S items in
pipeline at arrival and a Gold customers arrive during An S+1, he will get item n  S + 1+ k if and only
if NG(U1, ...,Uk) 2 Vk(a). Geometrically, Vk(a) can be interpreted as the set of lattice paths from (0,0) to
(k, k+ 1), with an horizontal segment of length a at y = 0, a subdiagonal lattice path from (a,1) to (k, k)
and a vertical segment from (k, k) to (k, k+1). A similar interpretation can be given to Vk(a,B).
Denote by SP((a, b) : (c, d)) the set of subdiagonal lattice paths p from (a, b) to (c, d).
Next lemma gives a characterization of SP((a, b) : (c, d)), Vk, Vk(a) and Vk(a,B) that will prove useful in
further analysis. Part of the results ((a) and (b)) are taken from Brualdi (2004).
Lemma 4. The sets Vk satisfy the following properties:
(a) (Brualdi (2004)) |Vk|= |SP((0,0) : (k, k))|= 1k+1
 
2k
k
 
.
(b) |SP((0,0) : (p, q))|= p q+1
p+1
 
p+q
q
 
.
(c) For 0< b a k, |SP((a, b), (k, k))|= a+1 b
k b+1
 
2k a b
k a
 
.
(d) For a  1, |Vk(a)|= ak
 
2k a 1
k 1
 
.
(e) For a  b, p  q, p  a and q  b,
|SP((a, b) : (p, q)) =
⇢  p a+q b
p a
    p a+q b
p b+1
 
, a < q 
p a+q b
p a
 
, otherwise.
(f) For k  S and B   0,
|Vk(a,B)|=
(
a+B S
k S+1
 
2k a B S
k S 1
 ⇣ 
B+S 1
B
    B+S 1
a+B
 ⌘
for a< S
a+B+1 S
k S
 
2k a B S 1
k S 1
  
B+S 1
B
 
, for a  S.
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Proof (a), (b) See Brualdi (2004), Chapter 8, Theorem 8.5.2 and 8.5.3. Note that 1
k+1
 
2k
k
 
is equal to the
well known k-th Catalan number.
(c) It is easy to see that for b a k the number of subdiagonal lattice paths from (a, b) to (k, k) is the
same as the number of subdiagonal lattice paths from (0,0) to (k  b, k  a). Based on (b), this is equal to
a b+1
k b+1
 
2k a b
k a
 
.
(d) Based on the geometric interpretation of Vk(a), we can conclude that |Vk(a)| is equal to the number
of subdiagonal lattice paths from (a,1) to (k, k). Hence, based on (c), |Vk(a)|= ak
 
2k a 1
k a
 
.
(e) In Brualdi (2004) Chapte 8, Theorem 8.5.1, is shown that for p  a and q   b, the number of lattice
paths from (a, b) to (p, q) is equal to
 
p a+q b
p a
 
. Note that these paths may cross the diagonal.
If q a, all paths from (a, b) to (p, q) are subdiagonal. Next consider the case q > a.
Denote by DP((a, b), (p, q)) the set of lattice paths from (a, b) to (p, q) that cross the diagonal. By the
definition of a subdiagonal path,
|SP((a, b), (p, q))|=
✓
p  a+ q  b
p  a
◆
  |DP((a, b), (p, q))|. (8)
Observe that the number of paths in DP((a, b), (p, q)) coincides with the number of lattice paths from
(a, b  1) to (p, q   1) that touch or cross the diagonal y = x. This correspondence can be seen by shifting
the paths in DP((a, b), (p, q)) one unit down. Consider now a lattice path from (a, b  1) to (p, q   1) that
touches or crosses the diagonal at (d, d). Let  1 be the path from (a, b  1) to (d, d) and  2 the path from
(d, d) to (p, q   1). Reflect  1 on the diagonal and call the resulting path  ⇤1 .  ⇤1 is a path from (b  1, a)
to (d, d). The path  ⇤1 , continued with  2 is a lattice path from (b  1, a) to (p, q   1). Observe that since
b  1< a and p > q  1, all the lattice paths from (b  1, a) to (p, q  1) cross the diagonal. In a similar way,
we can associate to every lattice path between (b 1, a) and (p, q 1), a path from (a, b 1) to (p, q 1) that
crosses or touches the diagonal. Hence, |DP((a, b), (p, q))| equals the number of lattice paths from (b  1, a)
to (p, q  1). More precisely,
|DP((a, b), (p, q))|=
✓
p  a+ q  b
p  b+1
◆
. (9)
From (8) and (9) follows that
|SP((a, b), (p, q))|=
✓
p  a+ q  b
p  a
◆
 
✓
p  a+ q  b
p  b+1
◆
.
(f) To each element of Vk(a,B), one can associate a subdiagonal lattice path consisting from two subpaths:
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one from (a,1) to (a+B,S) and one from (a+B,S+1) to (k, k). Observe also that the definition of Vk(a,B)
implies that a+B   S+1. Hence,
|Vk(a,B)|= |SP((a,1) : (a+B,S)| · |SP((a+B,S+1) : (k, k))|.
Combining e), and c) we obtain
|Vk(a,B)|=
(
a+B S
k S
 
2k a B S 1
k S 1
 ⇣ 
B+S 1
B
    B+S 1
a+B
 ⌘
for a< S
a+B S
k S
 
2k a B S 1
k S 1
  
B+S 1
B
 
, for a  S.
⇤
Next Lemma gives the probability distribution of the number of Gold customers that delay the service of
the Silver customer.
Lemma 5. The distribution of the number of Gold customers arriving during a time T that is Erl(m, )
distributed, is given by
P (NG(T ) = a) =
✓
a+m  1
a
◆✓
 G
 G+ 
◆a✓  
 G+ 
◆m
.
Proof By conditioning on the variable T , we get
P (NG(T ) = a) =
Z 1
0
e  Gt
( Gt)a
a!
e  t
 ( t)m 1
(m  1)! dt
=
✓
a+m  1
a
◆✓
 G
 G+ 
◆a✓  
 G+ 
◆m
, (10)
where for the last equality we have used that
R1
0
e ( G+ )t ( G+ )
a+mta+m 1
(a+m 1)! dt= 1, as the function under the
integral is the density function of an Erl(a+m, G+ ) variable. ⇤
From Lemma 5 and Assumption 3 which implies that An S+1 ⇠Erln S+1, (·), Um ⇠Exp (·) for 1m S
and Um ⇠Exp (·) for m>S, we obtain the following Corrolary.
Corollary 1. If a Silver customer sees at arrival n items in pipeline, n  S, then,
(a) P (NG(An S+1) = a) =
 
n S+a
a
 ⇣
 G
 G+ 
⌘a ⇣
 
 G+ 
⌘n S+1
.
(b) For 1m S, P (NG(Um) = a) =   G+ 
⇣
 G
 G+ 
⌘a
.
(c) For m  S+1, P (NG(Um) = a) =   G+ 
⇣
 G
 G+ 
⌘a
.
Proof of Lemma 1 The Silver customer gets item n S+1 if no Gold customers arrive during An S+1.
By Corrolary 1, this is equal to
P (NG(An S+1) = 0) =
✓
 
 G+ 
◆n S+1
.
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If 1  k  S, the Silver customer gets an item he sees in pipeline at his arrival or the item ordered
at his arrival. As shown in Lemma 3, the Silver customer gets item n   S + k + 1 if and only if
NG(An S+1,U1, ...,Uk 1,Uk) 2 Vk. Since the intervals An S+1,U1,..., Uk are independent by Assumption 3,
the probability pn,k can now be calculated as follows:
pn,k = P (NG(An S+1,U1, ...,Uk 1,Uk)2 Vk)
=
kX
a=1
P (NG(An S+1) = a)P (NG(U1, ...,Uk 1,Uk)2 Vk(a)), (11)
where for a  1, Vk(a) = {(a, ..., nk)|(a, ...., nk)2 Vk}. Based on Lemma 4 d), |Vk(a)|= ak
 
2k a 1
k a
 
.
From Corollary 1 now follows
P (NG(An S+1) = a) =
✓
n S+ a
a
◆✓
 G
 G+ 
◆a✓  
 G+ 
◆n S+1
. (12)
Moreover,
P (NG(U1, ...,Uk)2 Vk(a)) =
X
(n1,...,nk)2Vk(a)
P (NG(U1) = n1)....P (NG(Uk 1) = nk)P (NG(Uk) = 0)
=
X
(n1,...,nk)2Vk(a)
✓
 
 G+ 
◆k✓  G
 G+ 
◆Pk
i=1 ni
=
✓
 
 G+ 
◆k✓  G
 G+ 
◆k a
|Vk(a)|
=
✓
 
 G+ 
◆k✓  G
 G+ 
◆k a a
k
✓
2k  a  1
k  a
◆
. (13)
In the second equality above we have used the fact that if (n1, ..., nk)2 Vk(a), then (a,n1, ..., nk)2 Vk, which
means that a+
Pk
i=1 ni = k. Finally, combining (11)-(13) we obtain
pn,k =
✓
 G
 G+ 
◆k✓  
 G+ 
◆n S+k+1 kX
a=1
a
k
✓
n S+ a
a
◆✓
2k  a  1
k  a
◆
.
⇤
Proof of Lemma 2 Let   = n+1
L
. As shown in Lemma 3 , the Silver customer gets item n  S + k+ 1 if
and only if NG(An S+1,U1, ...,Uk 1,Uk)2 Vk. By the independence of An S+1,U1, ...,US...,Uk we obtain
pn,k = P (NG(An S+1,U1, ...,Uk)2 Vk)
=
kX
a=1
P (NG(An S+1) = a)
X
(n1,...,nk)2Vk(a)
kY
m=1
P (NG(Um) = nm), (14)
where for a   1, Vk(a) is defined by (6). Recall that for m   S + 1, Um ⇠ Exp (·). Also, nk = 0 for
(a,n1, ..., nk)2 Vk. Based on Corrolary 1 (c), we now obtain
kY
m=S+1
P (NG(Um) = nm) =
kY
m=S+1
 
 G+ 
✓
 G
 G+ 
◆nm
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=
✓
 
 G+ 
◆k S ✓  G
 G+ 
◆Pk
i=S ni
=
✓
 
 G+ 
◆k S ✓  G
 G+ 
◆k a PSm=1 nm
, (15)
where for the last equality we have used that a+
Pk
m=1 nm = k, for (a,n1, ..., nk)2 Vk.
By Assumption 3, for 1m S, Um are exponential with rate  . We conclude that
SY
m=1
P (NG(Um) = nm) =
✓
 
 G+ 
◆S ✓  G
 G+ 
◆PS
m=1 nm
. (16)
Combining (15) and (16), we obtain that for (n1, ..., nm)2 Vk(a),
kY
m=1
P (NG(Um) = nm) =
✓
 
 G+ 
◆k S ✓  
 G+ 
◆S ✓  G
 G+ 
◆k a PSm=1 nm ✓  G
 G+ 
◆PS
m=1 nm
. (17)
Note that for (n1, ..., nk)2 Vk(a), a+
PS
i=1 ni   S+1. For B such that max{S+1  a,0}B  k  a, let
Vk(a,B) be defined as in (7).
Equation (17 ) implies
X
(n1,...,nk)2Vk(a)
kY
m=1
P (NG(Um) = nm) =
✓
 
 G+ 
◆k S ✓  
 G+ 
◆S k aX
B=max{S+1 a,0}
✓
 G
 G+ 
◆k a B✓  G
 G+ 
◆B
|Vk(a,B)| (18)
By Lemma 4 f),
|Vk(a,B)|=
(
a+B S
k S
 
2k a B S 1
k S 1
 ⇣ 
B+S 1
B
    B+S 1
a+B
 ⌘
for a< S
a+B S
k S
 
2k a B S 1
k S 1
  
B+S 1
B
 
, for a  S. (19)
Combining (14) and (18 ) we obtain
pn,k =
kX
a=1
✓
n S+ a
a
◆✓
 G
 G+ 
◆a✓  
 G+ 
◆n S+1✓  
 G+ 
◆k S ✓  
 G+ 
◆S
·
k aX
B=max{S+1 a,0}
✓
 G
 G+ 
◆k a B✓  G
 G+ 
◆B
|Vk(a,B)|=
=
✓
 
 G+ 
◆k S ✓  
 G+ 
◆n+1 kX
a=1
✓
n S+ a
a
◆ k aX
B=max{S+1 a,0}
✓
 G
 G+ 
◆k B✓  G
 G+ 
◆B
qk(a,B),
with qk(a,B) = |Vk(a,B)| given by (19). ⇤
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